Risk assessment
Description of works
HAZARD
Moving Vehicles

Date

Carry out plumbing, drain cleaning , and Jetting
Risk of

Risk to

Control Measures to PREVENT ACCIDENTS

Trapping

Operatives Sign in at Gate house if applicable and let them know exactly

which area work is being done.
Ensure that operatives ARE wearing high visibility clothing
No wandering around site
Always work in designated safe zone. This will be instructed
on site by Shay O’Toole jetting supervisor and company
Director
Electrocution Operatives Ensure that ONLY competent operatives may use the power
Power tools
Use of Mini 700 machine
tools.
maybe required on this site
ONLY use 110v Drills or other power tools on site.
Only use power tools in a safe manor, anybody found using
power tools in an unsafe manor will be dismissed
immediately.
Only use power tools in the dry.
Ensure that any power tool that is required for use is to be
thoroughly checked out before hand and is PAT tested
NOT APPLICABLE ON THIS JOB
Operatives All operatives are to be trained in the correct procedures of
Manual handling
Pains and
strains
manual handling techniques.
Wherever possible mechanical lifting devices are to be used.
Slips, Trips, And Falls
Breaks, cuts, Operatives Area of required works is to be taped off or barriers put in
and bruises,
place where possible.
Good work area housekeeping.
Access to work space, by clear and clutter free walk way.
Hand Tools

Confined space entry

Work at Height



Cuts,
bruises

Operatives Always use the correct tool for the job.

Trapping,
slipping,
gasses

Operatives ONLY persons who are trained in confined spaces are
public
allowed to lift chambers/ manhole covers

Always have trained operatives using the tools required for
the job.
Required P.P.E should always be warned.

ALWAYS use gas detectors before considering entry into
manhole
ONLY persons trained in confined spaces may enter
manholes AND MUST always use a buddy system
ENSURE winch is in place before entry and harness is fitted
to engineer and winch AT ALL TIMES while confined space
work is carried out
NEVER open a manhole without sealing off at least 3x3mtr
square around manhole
NEVER LEAVE a manhole open or unguarded

Breaks, Cuts
Operatives NO WORKING OFF STEP LADDERS AT ANY STAGE OR
Bruises
HEIGHT; SCAFFOLD MUST ALWAYS BE USED IF
WORKING OFF THE FLOOR. SCAFFOLD WILL BE
SUPPLIED, ERECTED, INSPECTED, AND SCAFFTAGGED
BEFORE USE,
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